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Planning in the Post-Windsor World
By Howard M. Zaritsky
The Supreme Court's decision in Windsor v. Commissioner,
133 S.Ct. 2675 (June 26, 2013), striking down the federal
definition of maJTiage that excluded same-sex marriages (Section
3 of the Defense of Marriage Act, or DOMA), and the IRS
position in Revenue Ruling 2013-17, 2013-38 I.R.B. 201 (Sept.
16, 2013 ), validating for federal tax purposes any marriage that
is valid in the state in which it was celebrated, have led to a
number of estate planning issues. Practitioners need to broaden
their perspective on the meaning of common terms, such as
"husband," "wife," "married," and "spouse," and they must reevaluate the use of some fairly common estate planning
techniques, even when their clients are not a same-sex married
couple.

Background. In Windsorv. Commissioner, the U.S. Supreme
Court held that DOMA's definition of marriage as limited to one
man and one woman was unconstitutional. A divided court held
that a marriage that is valid under applicable state law must be
recognized as valid for federal purposes. See the discussion in
the July 2013 issue of the REPORTER.
The Supreme Court did not, however, explain what
constituted applicable state law. The IRS addressed this issue in
Revenue Ruling 2013-17, stating that a marriage that is valid in
the state or country in which it was celebrated must be
recognized as valid for federal tax purposes, even if the couple
thereafter moves to a state that does not recognize the validity of
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such marriages. See the discussion in the October
2013 issue of the REPORTER.
At present, the 50 states and the District of
Columbia have a variety oflaws regarding the validity
of same-sex marriages. Sixteen U.S. states and the
District of Columbia expressly recognize same-sex
marriages. These 17 jurisdictions arc California,
Connecticut, Delaware, District of Columbia, Hawaii,
Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington.
Thirty-three states expressly restrict marriages to
one man and one woman, banning same-sex
marriages: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas,
Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kansas,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi.
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, North
Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota,
Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia,
Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
New Mexico is unique: it neither expressly
authorizes nor expressly bans same-sex matTiages.
This issue is not as settled as it appears from this
division because litigation is pending in several states
challenging the constitutionality of their bans on
same-sex marriages. In Ohergefell v. Kasich, 2013

Westlaw 3814262 (S.D. Ohio, July 22, 2013), a U.S.
district court granted a temporary restraining order
against the State of Ohio, stating that it could not
refuse to recognize the validity of same-sex marriages
val idly entered into in other states. The court declared
that the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution requires Ohio to
recognize the validity of such marriages, despite an
Ohio statute and constitutional provision that reject
such marriages and prohibit their recognition. The
court held that, because Ohio recognizes other
marriages that were valid where celebrated but that
would not have been valid if celebrated in Ohio, the
state cannot adopt a different rule with respect only to
same-sex marriages. If the analysis in Oherge,fell v.
Kasich is correct, most states would find it difficult to
continue to reject same-sex marriages celebrated in
another jurisdiction because it would be extremely
difficult to reject all marriages that were celebrated in
other jurisdictions and that would not be valid if
celebrated in Ohio.
Five states also offer same-sex persons the ability
to enter into domestic partnerships or civil unions
which, while not called marriages, provide some or all
of the state law rights and benefits of a marriage. The
states that permit such unions are Colorado, Illinois,
Nevada, Oregon, and Wisconsin. The IRS stated in
Revenue Ruf ing 2013-17 that, for federal tax purposes,
a civil union or domestic partnership is not a
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marriage.

Federal Tax Problems. A substantial number of
federal tax issues were resolved by Windwr and
Revenue Ruling 2013-17. Clearly, same-sex couples
who are legally married in the District of Columbia.
any U.S. state, or any foreign country. arc legally
married for federal tax purposes, even if they reside in
a state that does not recognize the validity of their
union. For such couples. the gift and estate tax
marital deductions, gift-splitting, portability, and the
favorable gift tax treatment of property settlement
agreements are assured. Similarly, such persons can
file joint income tax returns, and the surviving spouse
can roll-over retirement plan distributions to his or her
own IRA. Many other issues. however. remain
unsettled.
Retroactivity Problems. The Supreme Court's
determination that the federal definition of marriage
was unconstitutional appears to be retroactive because
it held that Section 3 of DOMA was unconstitutional
since its enactment. Same-sex marriages that were
valid under applicable state or foreign law should be
treated for federal tax purposes as valid from their
inception.
Revenue Ruling 2013-17 states that the IRS will
apply Windsor prospectively. beginning September
16. 2013. It also states that marriages that were val id
where celebrated will be treated as valid everywhere.
beginning September 16. 2013. The ruling also states.
however. that taxpayers may rely on the ruling for the
purpose of filing original returns, amended returns.
adjusted returns, or claims for credit or refund for any
overpayment of tax resulting from these holdings. if
the applicable limitations period has not expired. The
IRS thus gives the covered class of taxpayers the
advantages (and disadvantages) of being married
beginning September 16. 2013. but it allows them to
claim the advantages of being married with respect to
December 2013

prior years on which the statute of limitations has not
expired. This may create some odd situations.
A donor who made interspousal gifts to a person
who, under DOMA, was not married to the donor for
federal tax purposes. and who filed a federal gift tax
return and paid gift tax, can request a refund of the
gift tax payment only if the statute of limitations has
not expired. A similarly-situated taxpayer who
intentionally chose not to file a federal gift tax return,
however, does not owe the taxes and need not worry
about the statute of limitations. Taxpayers who did
not comply with DOMA may, therefore. be more
favorably treated than those who did.

Revenue Ruling 2013-17 stated that it applies to
claims for refund and returns filed after September 16,
2013. Presumably, the taxpayer must be consistent
with respect to all issues reported on a return or claim
for refund. For example, the taxpayer cannot file as
an unmarried individual while claiming a dependency
deduction for a same-sex spouse.
Grantor Trust Problems. An individual who
created an irrevocable trust for the benefit of his or her
same-sex spouse may reasonably have believed that
the trust was not a grantor trust because DO MA stated
that the beneficiary was not the donor's spouse. Such
trusts are likelv to have become grantor trusts on
September 16. 2013. though arguably they were
grantor trusts from their inception under Windmr.
It is not absolutely certain whether such a trust
would automatically become a grantor trust under
section 6 73 on September 16. 2013, however. Section
6 73 treats the grantor as the owner of a trust in which
the grantor retains a reversionary interest worth more
than five percent of the value of the trust fund when
the trust is created. This rule is extended to spousalremainder trusts by section 672( e )( 1). which imputes
to the grantor the power or interest held by '"any
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individual who was the spouse of the grantor at the
time of the creation of such power or interest." If
Revenue Ruling 2013-1 ! will allow taxpayers to
ignore Windsor with respect to transactions and
returns filed before September 16, 2013. it is arguable
that section 672( e )( 1) would not apply after
September 15, 2013 because it looks to the facts in
existence when the power or interest was created.
A trust is a grantor trust under section 677(a) to the
extent that the trust income is or may be paid to the
grantor's spouse. This section does not involve
section 672(e) and so should cause a trust to become
a grantor trust on September 16, 2013, to the extent
that the trust pennits distributions of income to a
same-sex spouse of the grantor. In such cases. it
appears that a disclaimer of the spouse· s beneficial
interest would terminate grantor trust status because
section 677(a) does not have a ·'date of creation"
feature similar to that contained in section 6 72( e ). and
it taxes the grantor only on income that is or could be
distributed to the spouse. Once the spouse has
disclaimed his or her interest in the trust, the trust
income could no longer be distributed to the spouse.
Sarne-sex couples who created i11"evocable trusts
for third persons may also have grantor trust
problems. if a same-sex spouse. as trustee, holds the
power to alter beneficial enjoyment under section
674(a). A broad power to alter beneficial enjoyment
does not create a grantor trust if it is held by a trustee
who is neither related nor subordinate to the grantor.
l.R.C. §§ 674(c). 674(d). A person who is married to
the grantor is related or subordinate. l.R.C.
672(c)(l ). Windsor and Revenue Ruling 2013-r.
therefore. have changed the former independent
trustee into a related trustee and caused such trusts to
become grantor trusts on September 16. 2013.

*

Section 2702 Prohlems. Taxpayers who
believed themselves unmall"ied may have made
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transfers to each other through a grantor retained
income trust or similar retained interest trust,
anticipating that section 2702 would not apply to such
transfers because the donee was not a member of the
transferor's family. Such transfers should not now be
subject to gift tax. even if the statute oflimitations has
not yet run because Revenue Ruling 2013-1 ! is not
effective until September 16, 2013 and section 2702
is a gift tax provision that should be restricted in its
operation by the facts in existence on the date of the
gift.

Retirement Plan Roll-Over Problems.
Surviving spouses can roll-over qualified retirement
plan benefits and individual retirement accounts
benefits received from a deceased spouse. Same-sex
couples who received such benefits prior to Windmr
would reasonably have believed that they were not
entitled to roll-over the benefits and that they would
have to withdraw the benefits over a five-year period.
There appears to be no relief available under present
law for a surviving spouse who did not roll-over these
retirement funds within the required 60-day period
under section 408(d)(3)(A)(i), or who rolled them
over within the required 60-day period and has
withdrawn them faster than he or she would have been
required to do were he or she legally married to the
deceased participant.
Rcl'enue Ruling 2003-17 stated that the IRS will
issue further guidance regarding retirement benefits.
and the author has been inforn1ed by well-placed
Treasury officials that further guidance on many of
these tax issues should be forthcoming shortly.
Unfortunately. no hint was given as to the content of
such guidance.

State Tax Problems. Sarne-sex couples who are
now married for federal income tax purposes must file
joint federal income tax returns or file as married.
filing separately. They cannot file as single persons or
December 2013
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as head-of-household.
States are not bound by the federal Jaw, however.
At ]east two states that do not recognize same-sex
marriages have already declared that same-sex
couples who are married for federal purposes must
file their state returns as unmarried or head-ofhousehold. even though they file their federal returns
as joint or married-filing-separately. Va. Tax Bull.
13-13 (Nov. 8. 2013); Utah Tax Comm'n (Oct. I 5.
2013), http://incometax. utah.gov/filing/filing-status.
(Utah recommended that same-sex married couples
prepare one federal income tax return to file with the
IRS and a different federal income tax return to retain
as a record in case of a state income tax audit.)

Nontax Plamiing Prohlem.5.

A lifetime or
testamentary disposition to a same-sex spouse should
be carefully written to assure that the disposition is
valid, even if the individual is deemed not to be
legally married to the grantor or decedent under the
law of the state in which the will or trust is
administered. Such drafting should begin by referring
to the intended beneficiary by name, rather than just
as a "husband," "wife." or "spouse." Disruptive
family members may still wish to challenge a bequest
or gift by asserting that the disposition was contingent
upon there being a marital relationship and that, as the
couple moved to a state in which their relationship
was not recognized, the disposition should be void. It
is not clear that such an argument should prevail
legally, but it is still best to draft in a manner that
helps avoid the argument entirely.
The following are examples of clauses idcntifYing
one's spouse.
Clause broadly de.fining the tran.~feror 's ",\pouse "
to include same-sex .\p<mse:

Gifts to *NameofSpouse*.
I have made
dispositions under this instrument to or for the
December 2013

benefit of *NameofSpouse*. I was legally married
to *NameofSpouse* on [date]. at [location]. under
the law of [state or country], which expressly
recognizes the validity of marriages between
persons of the same gender. I recognize that the
laws of some U.S. states do not recognize the
validity of my marriage with *NameofSpouse*.
All dispositions to or for the
benefit of
*NameofSpouse* under this instrument shall be
valid and recognized for all purposes of this
instrument, whether or not I am legally married to
*NameofSpouse* on the date of [my death][this
instrument or any transfer under this instrument].
I am not, by this paragraph _ , trying to alter the
legal treatment of my relationship with
*NameofSpouse* under the law of any state. but
merely to identify the persons to whom beneficial
interests in [my estate] [this trust] shall pass.
Clause broadly defining the tran.~feror 's "spouse"
to include a domestic partner:

Gifts to *NameofSpouse*. I have made
dispositions under this instrument to or for the
benefit of *NameofSpouse*. I am not legally
married to *NameofSpouse*. but we were
registered as domestic partners on [date], at
[location], under the law of [state or country].
which expressly recognize the validity of such
relationships between persons of the same
gender. I realize that the laws of some U.S.
states do not recognize the validity of my
relationship with *NameofSpouse*.
All
dispositions to or for the benefit of
*NameofSpouse* under this instrument shall be
valid and recognized for all purposes of this
instrument. whether or not I am legally married
to *him/her* on the date of [my death][this
instrument or any transfer under this
instrument]. lam not, by this paragraph_.
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trying to alter the legal treatment of my
relationship with *NameofSpouse* under the
law of any state, but merely to identify the
persons to whom beneficial interests in [my
estate] [this trust] shall pass.
Many same-sex couples are aware of the current
state of the law and are prepared to discuss with their
estate planner the best way to dispose of their estate.
Practitioners. however. must also anticipate that many
heterosexual married couples will have one or more
children or more remote descendants who are or may
someday be married to someone of the same gender.
Traditionally. estate planners have left the definition
of who is a descendant's spouse to the law of the state
in which the couple reside. The differences among
state laws on marriage are now too significant to leave
the definition of "spouse" to the inconsistencies of
state law. and practitioners must discuss with their
clients whether same-sex spouses should be treated
the same as opposite-sex spouses for purposes of the
client's wills and trusts.
Generally, one should be able to define such terms
as he or she wishes. but the public policies against
same-sex marriages are very strong in some states.
Twenty-nine states have constitutional amendments
expressly prohibiting recognition of same-sex
marriages.
These states are Alabama. Alaska.
Arizona, Arkansas. California, Colorado, Florida.
Georgia, Idaho, Kansas. Kentucky, Louisiana.
Michigan. Mississippi. Missouri. Montana Nebraska.
Nevada. North Carolina. North Dakota, Ohio.
Oklahoma, Oregon. South Carolina. Tennessee.
Texas. Utah. Virginia. and Wisconsin. A court in a
state with such a strong public policy against samesex marriages might be reluctant to recognize a clause
in a will or trust that defined "spouse'' as including
someone married to another person of the same
gender. The practitioner should. therefore. drafl such
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clauses without defining "spouse." but instead give a
same-sex spouse the same beneficial interests that are
given to a legally married spouse.
The federal tax law also does not treat persons who
have entered into a domestic partnership or civil union
as being married. but a client may choose to do so for
purposes of the disposition of his or her own estate
plan. Conversely. a client who does not wish to treat
such persons as being married for purposes of the
disposition of his or her own assets should so state in
State laws vary
the clearest possible terms.
significantly regarding the rights associated with a
domestic partnership or civil union, and for estate
planning purposes it may be useful to focus on the
inheritance rights of an intestate surviving member of
such a relationship. in defining whether such a
relationship exists.
An example of such clauses would be the
following.

<'/ause broadly defining descendant's

",\pouse: ··

""Spouse." l have made dispositions under this
instrument in favor of the spouses of my
descendants.
Same-Sex Marriages. I realize that the laws of
some U.S. states do not recognize the validity
of marriages between persons of the same
gender. If any of my descendants is married to
someone of the same gender under the law of a
state or foreign country that recognizes the
validity of such marriage, the person to whom
such descendant is so married shall be entitled
to the same beneficial interest in [my
cstate][this trust] that he or she would have
received if legally married to such descendant
under the law of the state in which [my estate]
[this trust) is then administered. This result
shall occur notwithstanding the fact that the law
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of the state in which [my estate] [this trust! is
then administered does not recognize the
validity of such marriage.

( '/ause narrow~v defining descendant's "spouse:"
~~spouse." I have made dispositions under this
instrument in favor of the spouses of my
descendants.

Civil Unions. I realize that the laws of some
U.S. states do not recognize the validity of
permanent quasi-marital relationships between
persons of the same gender. such as civil unions
and domestic partnerships. If any of my
unmarried descendants has entered into such.a
permanent quasi-marital relationship. whether
referred to as a domestic partnership, civil
union. or by any other terminology. which
relationship affords such person the same
inheritance rights to a share of my descendant"s
estate, if my descendant dies intestate. then the
person with whom such descendant is in that
relationship shall be entitled to the same
beneficial interest in [my estate] [this trust] that
he or she would have received if legally
married to such descendant under the law of the
state in which [my estate] [this trustj is then
administered.
This result shall occur
notwithstanding the fact that the law of the state
in which [my estate] [this trust] is then
administered does not recognize the validitv of
such relationship.

My Intent. I am not, by this paragraph _ ,
trying to alter the legal treatment of such
relationship under the law of the state in which
[my estate] [this trust] is then administered or
under the law of any other state, but merely to
identity the persons to whom beneficial
interests in [my estate] [this trust] shall pass.

My Intent. I am not. by this paragraph _ .
trying to alter the legal treatment of such
relationship under the law of the state in which
[my estate] [this trust] is then administered. but
merely to identify the persons to whom
beneficial interests in [my estate] (this trust]
shall pass.

( 'onclusion. The Supreme Court's decision in
U'indmr is certain to be only the start of a very long
road for estate planners. Estate planners must now
discuss with their clients the meaning of key terms in
their instruments and consider customizing the
documents to address the various treatment of samesex couples under disparate federal and state laws.
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Definitions. I realize that the laws of some
U.S. states recognize the validity of marriages
between persons of the same gender. For all
purposes of this [will][trust], however, a person
shall be legally married to one of my
descendants only if they are legally married
under the law of the state in which [my
estate][this trust] is then administered, and in
all events. shall not be legally married: (a) if
they are of the same gender as my descendant
with whom they claim marital status; or (b) if
they are in a civil union, domestic partnership,
or other quasi-marital relationship, rather than
a full legal marriage.
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